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Towards ‘nature-inclusive’
agriculture
Esteemed Rector Magnificus, dear colleagues, students, family, and friends,
It seems to be becoming more and more difficult to reconcile highly productive
and efficient agriculture with nature conservation and the preservation of attractive
landscapes in which people like to spend their leisure time and with which they
identify themselves. Tensions between modern agricultural production processes and
these other societal values are increasing, which has given rise to growing scientific,
societal and political concerns (e.g. Kleijn, 2012; RLI, 2013; Van Dam, 2015; WNF,
2015; De Snoo, 2016; VNC, n.d.)1. I see how farmers are struggling with the
conflicting claims made of them. And I observe a variety of initiatives that aim
at nature and landscape conservation, by farmers themselves, the government at
various scales, by NGOs, by citizen volunteers and, increasingly, by other companies
in agri-food chains (Runhaar et al., 2016a). But will this be sufficient to reconcile all
demands that are made on modern agriculture?
Reconciling agriculture and nature conservation: key challenges
In this inaugural address I will discuss the governance of nature conservation in
agricultural landscapes. I will focus particularly on the Netherlands. Here, just as in
many other European countries, the agricultural landscape has been transformed as
a result of scale enlargement and agricultural intensification, which in turn are driven
by regulations and market forces (Sanderson et al., 2013; Brouwer et al., 2016;
O’Rourke et al., 2016). The associated intensified mechanisation, removal of hedges
and hedgerows and the lowering of groundwater levels have among other things,
contributed to habitat loss, more disturbance and consequently a decline in species
abundance and diversity (Stoate et al., 2009; Geiger et al., 2010; Ollerton et al., 2014;
EEA 2015a; b). Species about which there are deep concerns in the Netherlands are
the Black-tailed Godwit (de Grutto in Dutch) and the Lapwing (de Kievit).

1

These concerns are not new; see e.g. Barendrecht and Kruseman Jr., 1938 (thank you Dick Melman).
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I will explore some of the key challenges that need to be addressed in the quest for
agricultural landscapes in which economic, ecological and societal values are more
aligned. Such landscapes are logically connected with ‘nature-inclusive’ farming,
a new policy concept adopted by the Ministry of Economic Affairs (EZ, 2014).
This term may be a bit ‘Dunglish’ – an Internet search for it only yielded hits on
Dutch websites (but see e.g. IPES Food, 2016, for comparable concepts). Nevertheless,
in my view, the concept of nature-inclusive agriculture is appealing for three reasons.
One, it captures the very essence of what is central to the debate: a more sustainable
form of agriculture that minimises negative ecological impacts, maximises positive
ones and at the same time benefits from natural processes (EZ 2014; Sanders and
Westerink, 2015). Two, the concept is appealing because of its flexibility. ‘Natureinclusive’ farming has not yet crystallised out. Hence it may act as a ‘boundary
concept’, that brings together farmers, stakeholders and policy-makers in order
to discuss and negotiate shared meanings and objectives that may contribute to
agricultural transformation (see also Velten et al., 2015). Three, and in line with the
previous argument, the still undefined meaning of nature-inclusive agriculture also
makes it a promising concept that can facilitate the co-production of its meaning and
knowledge required to implement nature-inclusive farming practices (cf. Runhaar
et al., 2016b).
I fear that nature-inclusive agriculture (i.e. agricultural practices that minimise
negative ecological impacts, maximise positive ones and that benefit from natural
processes) will not be implemented spontaneously (cf. RLI, 2013). There are many
barriers to overcome2. For instance, agri-food chains are typically optimised in terms
of production and economies of scale (Smit et al., 2009). Some companies may benefit
from transforming agri-food chains into nature-inclusive ones but others may lose
(compare: Virchow, 1999). More knowledge has to be produced about how
agriculture can be made more nature-inclusive while at the same time assuring
an income for farmers and while fitting within agricultural production styles
(e.g. SCAN, n.d.). Inspiration is forthcoming from various studies (e.g. Norton and
Reid, 2013; Delbaere et al., 2014; Lemaire et al., 2014; Sanders and Westerink, 2015;
Erisman et al., 2016). Another problem is that the benefits of nature-inclusive farming
are less visible than those of conventional agriculture (Carolan, 2006), not only to
farmers but also to citizens (SCAN, n.d.). It is important to have more insight into
business models for nature-inclusive agriculture (Westerink et al., 2013; Grin et al.,
2015; Polman et al., 2015). But a transformation towards nature-inclusive agriculture
is particularly a matter of governance, and that is the focus of my lecture.

2

Compare: Smit et al., 2008; Sathiya Priya and Vivek, 2016.
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Governance in the agricultural sector is about how farmers, companies in agri-food
chains, banks, governments, NGOs and other stakeholders interact and try to
influence each other in order to achieve their objectives (cf. Driessen et al., 2012;
Termeer et al., 2013). Governing towards nature-inclusive agriculture requires that all
of these actors, not only farmers, are stimulated to contribute to a transformation of
agricultural practices (O’Rourke et al., 2016). This in turn requires other forms of
interactions and new arrangements, such as intensified cooperation between farmers,
scientists and agri-food companies. New incentives are needed that reward farmers
who minimise their ecological impacts, maximise positive impacts, or who switch to
biological pest control or use other types of natural processes. And a clear definition
and implementation of roles and responsibilities among actors is necessary
(cf. Runhaar et al., 2016c). But this will not emerge automatically, particularly when
nature-inclusive farming does not align with the main interests involved.
This lecture
I will address three interrelated key challenges in the governance of nature-inclusive
agriculture: (1) enhancing the performance of governance arrangements;
(2) dealing with a multiplicity of views and ideas about nature-inclusive farming; and
(3) organising knowledge production for nature-inclusive agriculture. But first, I will
briefly zoom out and sketch the situation today in order to give you some context.

Where are we now?
The good news
In terms of value, our agricultural sector is the second largest exporter of agricultural
products, after the U.S. (Agrimatie, n.d.). In 2015, the total value of Dutch agricultural
exports amounted to 81.3 billion euro, 21% of all Dutch exports (CBS, 2016a).
Productivity in the agricultural sector has increased substantially. For instance, in
the last 60 years, average milk production per cow has at least doubled (Van den Ban,
2011). The level of education of farmers is increasing slowly (Agrimatie, n.d.).
Various environmental pressures have been reduced (see Figure 1 for two examples;
for more detailed information, see Brouwer et al., 2016 or CLO, n.d.). And food has
become relatively cheaper: nowadays Dutch households spend an average of 15%
of their budget on food, compared with almost 25% in 1969 (CBS, 2008; 2016b).
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Figure 1. Trends in two environmental pressures from agricultural activities

Source: PBL (2016a; b).

The not so good news
In the last 35 years the agricultural workforce has been shrinking steadily
(see Table 1). The proportion of farm household members working on the farm has
also declined, from >80% in 1980 to 70% in 2014. Notwithstanding the income
support to Dutch farmers from the EU Common Agricultural Policy (CAP), at least
20% of farming households in the Netherlands are below the low-income threshold
of 22,000 euros per annum. This percentage differs per subsector and fluctuates over
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time3. On April 2, 2016, Rabobank, the bank which most Dutch farmers are customers
of, announced that one third of all its dairy farmer customers with Rabobank loans
were in financial difficulty. Although the number of bankruptcies in the Dutch
agricultural sector has decreased, it has risen within subsectors such as pig farming
and dairy farming (CBS, 2016b).
Table 1. Trends in the numbers of companies and employees in Dutch agriculture (x 1,000)
1980

1990

2000

2012

2013

2014

69

64

36

20

20

19

Number of companies livestock farming on grassland

107

88

68

51

50

49

Employees (total)

305

-

281

198

193

190

Employees (household)

265

-

194

137

133

132

Of which male

178

-

132

91

91

88

87

-

62

46

43

45

Number of companies - arable farming

Of which female

Source: CBS (2015).

An increasing share of Dutch farmers (currently 19%) have additional revenuegenerating activities, such as recreation, farm shops, care services for vulnerable
people, nature conservation and landscape maintenance (Agriholland, 2015;
CBS, 2016). For farmers, diversification is a motivating activity, an easy way to earn
additional income, or part of a long-term business strategy in order to spread risks
and secure a more or less stable income. But it seems that for a growing group of
farmers, finding a source of additional income is a necessity. So, how have farmers
profited from the scale enlargement and intensification of agriculture and to what
extent? It seems that not all farmers have benefited.
Trends in agriculture are worrisome from an ecological perspective too. Species
abundance on agricultural land has declined in recent decades, although for some
species the decline has been stabilised (CBS et al., 2012; Van Strien et al., 2016) and
3

The percentage of farms with incomes below the low-income threshold is for instance higher in pig farming
and in 2002 and in 2009 about 40% of all agricultural households had incomes below the low-income
threshold (Agrimatie, n.d.). For an analysis of financial results in dairy farming, see Alfa (2010; 2016).
Intensive dairy farmers have lower margins per kilogramme of milk produced and therefore need to maximise
their production.
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certain species, such as Greylag Goose, are doing very well. I already referred to
the deep concerns about the Black-tailed Godwit: a substantial proportion of the
European population of this meadow bird breeds in the Netherlands. Compared
to other European countries, the decline in species abundance and diversity in the
Netherlands is high (EEA, 2015b). This can be attributed to the drastic transformation
of agricultural landscapes. Fields have been enlarged by filling in ditches and
removing woody elements. Streams have been canalised and water tables adjusted.
And so on. (see Brouwer et al., 2016). But Dutch agriculture also has ecological and
landscape impacts abroad. For instance, livestock farmers import soya from Latin
and South America for feed (PBL, 2014) and environmental NGOs claim that these
imports contribute to deforestation (Milieudefensie, 2015; Natuur en Milieu, n.d.).
The future of agriculture
The scale enlargement and intensification of the agricultural sector has had both
benefits and downsides, as I briefly discussed. But how will the agricultural sector
develop in future? This is of course relevant for the potential for nature-inclusive
agriculture. I am certainly not the first person to ask this question. An internet search
on “toekomst van de landbouw” yielded no less than 72,700 hits (9 June 2016).
Earlier this year, on Wednesday May 18, Cees Veerman gave his farewell lecture in
this auditorium and forecasted a divide in Dutch agriculture4. He believes that some
farmers will continue intensifying and producing for the world market, with no or
reduced income support from the EU CAP. These farmers will probably not be the
future nature-inclusive farmers. The remainder – the majority – will combine
agricultural production with the provision of services for society, such as nature
conservation and landscape maintenance, as a precondition for income support.
I expect the latter category of farmers will offer the largest opportunities for natureinclusive agriculture. I can imagine that these farmers will be found in areas of
particular landscape and ecological value. But also in areas where the continuation of
agriculture is becoming increasingly difficult, such as in the peat polders in the west
of the Netherlands where continuous drainage has caused subsidence5. In these areas
new combinations of land use are needed; nature-inclusive agriculture could be one
of them.

4

5

Thinking in terms of a divide in the agricultural sector is neither new (e.g. Van Kasteren, 2009), nor is it
unique to the Dutch agricultural sector (e.g. O’Rourke et al., 2016). It seems to me that the question is not
whether such a divide will emerge, but rather when and how.
For an overview of problems in these areas see www.waarheenmethetveen.nl.
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Enhancing the performance of governance arrangements
for nature-inclusive agriculture
What arrangements are currently in use?
Together with nine colleagues from Wageningen University and Research Centre,
Utrecht University, Leiden University and VU Amsterdam/Louis Bolk Institute,
I identified and assessed ten distinct arrangements that promote nature-inclusive
farming (Runhaar et al., 2016a). The arrangements differed in terms of the actors
involved and how they interact. Some are top-down arrangements, such as
requirements to preserve natural habitats in the EU CAP as preconditions for income
support. At the same time there is self-governance, for instance, by environmental
cooperatives: farmers who have organised themselves to conserve nature and restore
landscapes. A well-known arrangement that has characteristics of both top-down
governance and self-governance is agri-environment schemes (AES): financial
compensation for nature conservation by farmers who implement predefined
conservation measures to protect stipulated species. More recently, companies in
agri-food chains have started developing other schemes, in which farmers are
rewarded for good performance and penalised for bad (‘bonus-malus’). The focus
of these arrangements is not exclusively on nature conservation but on sustainable
agriculture in a broader sense: soil quality, use of pesticides, water quality, energy,
but also biodiversity (e.g. participation in AES).
How well do these arrangements perform?
In each of the ten arrangements usually only a small proportion of all Dutch farmers
participates. For instance, about 10% of all farmers participate in an environmental
cooperative. 20% of all farmers participate in AES, but measures are being applied on
only 5% of the area of agricultural land. In one specific arrangement – Farming for
Nature – only four farmers are participating6. One bonus-malus arrangement that is
currently being developed by a large dairy processor has a very large potential scope
in terms of participating farmers. Taken together, the ten arrangements probably
target a large number of farmers but the exact number is unknown7.

6

7

The low number probably reflects the scheme’s pilot status. Farming for Nature was a project in which
participating farmers transformed their farming practices into an extensive form of farming. Nature
conservation was one of the objectives. The farmers were supported by researchers by means of knowledge
and by governmental actors by means of subsidies.
We could not estimate the proportion of farms that are involved because many farmers participate in
multiple arrangements and because many arrangements only focus on areas with particular ecological
values (Runhaar et al., 2016a).
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In ecological terms, the performance of the ten arrangements is not very impressive.
For instance, the new greening requirements in the CAP regarding semi-natural
habitat (‘ecological focus areas’) are moderate, and thus very modest ecological
impacts are expected (cf. Pe’er et al., 2014 but see Cormont et al., 2016). The ecological
performance of AES as it existed until January 1, 2016 was also low. Farmers
participated on a voluntary basis and could choose conservation measures
themselves. As a consequence, the measures usually selected were easy to implement
but had modest ecological impacts. Colleagues such as David Kleijn, Frank Berendse,
Geert de Snoo and Dick Melman have made detailed analyses of why AES in the
Netherlands and elsewhere have had low performance (Kleijn et al., 2001, 2006;
Melman et al., 2008; Kleijn, 2012). Some of the bottlenecks they identified are
addressed in the AES system that was introduced on January 1 this year: for example,
by the narrower focus on ecological core areas and more regional cooperation that
result from the requirement to establish ‘farmer collectives’. This may enhance the
performance of AES. In nature reserve areas where traditional agricultural
landscapes and their associated species are being maintained, ecological objectives
are relatively ambitious. However, even there, the ecological results have been
moderate8. In various other arrangements, species abundance and diversity is not
the sole focus and there are often no specific conservation objectives (see Runhaar
et al., 2016a).
What explains performance?
We looked at four preconditions for farmers to participate actively in a nature
conservation arrangement (see Figure 2)9. Firstly, farmers should be motivated.
Participation should not be voluntary only however; so secondly, there should be
a demand for farmers to participate. Thirdly they should be able to do so (or, if not,
be enabled). This means farmers should have the resources and skills required to
implement nature conservation measures. Fourthly, their participation should be
legitimised: no governmental regulations or social norms should inhibit particular
forms of conservation. These conditions can be provided by the governance
arrangements themselves, or by other factors, including the farmers’ personal
characteristics (e.g. intrinsic motivation; Lokhorst et al., 2011).
The ten governance arrangements generally perform not so well in terms of how
many farmers participate because they are not demanding: usually participation is
voluntary and conservation ambitions are low. Arrangements also score low on the
8
9

For instance, only slightly more than 10% of grassland reserve areas in the Netherlands meet
all the conditions required for the Black-tailed Godwit (Melman et al., 2016).
For comparable frameworks see e.g. Hemerijck and Hazeu, 2004.
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Figure 2.
Preconditions
for farmer
adoption
and implementation
of nature
conservation
measures
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measures
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How
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Demand
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Other actors
Source: Runhaar et al., 2016a.

urce: Runhaar et al., 2016a.

extent to which they enable farmers to participate and take effective nature
conservation measures. A major bottleneck for nature-inclusive farming seems to be
recouping the costs of implementing conservation measures. Financial compensation
or other forms of funding therefore seem an important precondition to enable (and to
motivate!) farmers to participate in nature conservation arrangements. Payment can
come not only from government subsidies, but also from private actors. Although I
am enthusiastic about the bonus-malus systems that are being introduced by
companies in agri-food chains because these provide potentially strong incentives for
farmers to ‘go green’, it would not be fair to redistribute revenues only among the
supplying farmers: if that were to happen, it would ultimately be the farmers who
pay for more nature-inclusive farming10.
It is unclear to what extent Dutch consumers are willing to pay for nature-inclusive
farming. In a survey of over 1,000 citizens, Langers and Goossen (2014) found that
only a small proportion were willing to pay or to support farmers in other ways for
protecting meadow birds; a specific form of nature-inclusive farming (see Figure 3;
for a comparable study see Bouma and Koetse, 2016). This also seems to be why, for
instance, dairy processors are reluctant to introduce dairy products into the market
that are produced in ways that promote nature conservation. All kinds of organic
food products are on sale at supermarkets. We even have ‘grazing milk’ – milk from
cows that are not kept in barns but that are on pasture because consumers want to
see cows in fields (The Daily Milk, 2015). Only recently one supermarket chain
10 Of course some forms of biodiversity are ‘functional’ and therefore benefit farmers (think of pollination).
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started selling ‘meadow bird milk’11 – why not more meadow-bird cheese and milk
from nature-inclusive agriculture?
Figure 3. Willingness of Dutch citizens to cooperate with initiatives that aim to protect meadow birds
Sign a petition

Pay more

Definitely yes
Maybe yes

Social media

Definitely no

Donate
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Source: reproduced with permission and translated from Langers and Goossen, 2014: p. 18.

Enhancing the performance of governance arrangements for nature-inclusive agriculture
So how can consumers be stimulated to pay a bit more for agri-food products that
have been produced in ways that minimise negative ecological impacts, maximise
positive ones or that rely on functional biodiversity? I am well aware that much of
what is produced here is exported. Still, about a third of all milk ‘produced’ in the
Netherlands is consumed here (Zuivel.nl., n.d.). A first step would be to make
citizens aware of what is going on in agricultural landscapes – I am afraid not many
citizens are. I am planning a film, or a series of brief films together with my
colleagues David Kleijn and Simon Vink. My objective would be to inform citizens
about the decline in species diversity and abundance, and its causes, but also about
the limited degrees of freedom that farmers have, so as to remove misunderstandings
that citizens may have about farmers (and vice versa) and to show how citizens
themselves can contribute to nature conservation in their roles of consumers,
recreationists and voters.
I have also started analysing individual arrangements in more depth, in order to find
out how they can be reinforced. Together with my colleague Nico Polman from LEI

11 June 2016, supermarket chain Jumbo announced that they had started selling ‘meadow bird mild’, supplied
by four farmers (see www.vogelbescherming.nl/actueel/nieuws/nieuwsbericht/q/ne_id/1882 or Agriholland,
2016). In cooperation with other actors, BirdLife Netherlands is currently running a campaign titled
“Red de Rijke Weide” in order to stimulate other supermarket chains to follow the example of Jumbo.
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and Jouke Altenburg and Carleen Weebers from BirdLife Netherlands I am analysing
the functioning of the network of 80 dairy farmers initiated and facilitated by
BirdLife Netherlands: how are the farmers enabled by this network? Together with
Katrien Termeer I am supervising the PhD project of Lyda Dik, an external
PhD candidate with many years of experience in advising and training farmers
participating in AES. Her research focuses on the new farmer collectives. These
groups of farmers are responsible for, among other things, developing AES bids,
contracting farmers and monitoring and enforcement. Many farmer collectives are
based on existing environmental cooperatives. Farmer collectives will have to work
efficiently, achieve better ecological results and acquire new sources of funding.
Lyda is analysing their development and performance through the lens of
‘professionalisation’. But it is not only farmer collectives that have to professionalise:
so do provinces that conclude the contracts with collectives. It is my understanding
that farmer collectives have not been given much responsibility and room for
manoeuvre in their area bids in all cases. I look forward to cooperating with Lyda
and Katrien in this exciting project. Our explicit ambition is to derive lessons for
farmers, farmer collectives, provinces and other stakeholders by working with them.
There are many more promising initiatives to be analysed, for instance with
students12,13. The Herenboeren is a form of self-governance based on a business model
in which citizens own shares in a farm, decide what is cultivated and receive a share
in the profits as well as the products that they ordered. Water boards are considering
payments for measures that prevent water pollution from agricultural sources, which
can have positive ecological impacts14. And so on. But I also hope to learn from
experiences elsewhere. A valuable source of inspiration will be the PhD project of

12 This Summer, Niek Engbers finalised his bachelor thesis, in which he compared three governance
arrangements for meadow bird protection in the province of Fryslân (Engbers, 2016). I supervised that
thesis and hope to work with more students in the future who are as motivated as Niek was.
13 Of course it is also relevant and interesting to learn from previous attempts to govern towards more
sustainable forms of agriculture, e.g. the restructuring of pig farming (Driessen, 2005a).
14 Examples of these measures are reduced use of pesticides or fertiliser near ditches, ‘natural’ field margins,
and even more far-reaching measures that could contribute to biodiversity and landscape values (see e.g.
De Snoo, 1999). For a critical discussion, see Breman et al., 2016.
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Cora van Oosten on landscape governance in developing countries, which I am
supervising together with Bas Arts.15
Mainstreaming nature-inclusive agriculture in other forms of agricultural governance
Ability to participate in nature conservation arrangements is inhibited by other forms
of governance that promote ongoing scale enlargement and intensification in the
agricultural sector. Decades of agricultural policies, including the CAP, have
incentivised farmers to increase their production and efficiency (e.g. Sanderson et al.,
2013). In agri-food chains, farmers have far less market power than, for example,
food manufacturers, banks, retailers and seed suppliers (Grievink, 2003; Marinho et
al., 2014; PBL, 2014). Not only does this situation restrict farmers’ freedom in making
decisions, it also means farmers are usually ‘price-takers’ (Assefa et al., 2014; see also
Brouwer et al., 2016). As a consequence, farmers are always looking for ways to
reduce costs. Nature conservation in Dutch agricultural landscapes should therefore
also be adopted by other stakeholders16 and mainstreamed or integrated into other
forms of agricultural governance. We can observe some first, cautious steps towards
this objective, such as the greening of the CAP and the earlier decoupling of income
support from production volumes17. These are important steps – I do not expect we
will be able to turn back. But more is needed. It would be interesting to analyse the
forces driving agricultural intensification in more detail: who benefits from further
intensification? who has the power to maintain the intensification? how can natureinclusive agricultural practices be made profitable for these actors? and what is
needed to bring about change in agri-food chains (compare: IPES Food, 2016)?
From the literature it seems that substantial changes in governance systems require
‘shock events’ such as economic crises, changes in public opinion or other pressures
from outside the system (Sabatier and Weible, 2007; Runhaar and Van Nieuwaal,
2010; Hegger et al., 2016). Will a near extinction of, for instance, the Skylark,
15 In addition, my colleagues in the Forest and Nature Conservation Policy Group at Wageningen have
conducted interesting research on landscape governance (e.g. Van Oosten et al., 2014; Buizer et al., 2015),
forest governance (De Bruin et al., 2015) and supply chain governance (Tieguhong et al., 2015). Equally
interesting is international comparative research on specific instruments such as agri-environmental
standards (e.g. Higgings et al., 2008) or specific arrangements such as agri-environmental cooperatives
(e.g. Prager, 2015a). Switzerland performs relatively well in terms of farmer participation in AES and
ecological effectiveness (e.g. Duelli, n.d.; Kohler et al., 2007). Even though it has some unique characteristics
(e.g. Alpine landscapes, low population density), we can learn lessons about how to motivate farmers to
contribute to nature conservation. The same applies to other countries –Sweden and the UK, for example
(Marshall et al., 2006; Hiron et al., 2013).
16 In a recent paper, O’Rourke and co-authors state “agricultural advisors need training and competency in
agroecology, farm enterprise knowledge and broader rural development, rather than their traditional sole
emphasis on production at all costs” (O’Rourke et al., 2016: p. 56).
17 Martijn van Dam, our Secretary of State for Economic Affairs, announced in May that he proposed
a further greening of the CAP.
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Lapwing, or other iconic species of Dutch agricultural landscapes form the shock
event that will drive agri-supply chains towards more nature-inclusive agriculture?
Concluding: more effective governance for nature-inclusive agriculture
Governing nature-inclusive agriculture requires that governance arrangements for
nature conservation that are currently in use need to be reinforced in terms of the
preconditions for participation I discussed earlier. Particularly there should be a
demand for farmers to participate and they should be rewarded for their participation.
This in turn requires that nature-inclusive farming is mainstreamed in the CAP and in
the practices in agri-food chains and that consumers are willing to pay for it.

Dealing with a multiplicity of views and ideas about
nature-inclusive agriculture
Different ideas: merits and pitfalls
The second governance challenge that I want to discuss has to do with the often
differing views, ideas, or frames about what nature-inclusive agriculture is or should
be and how to deal with them. A plurality of ideas can have merits: for example, it
can promote policy innovation. New ideas about reducing environmental pressure
arising from agriculture and nature conservation by farmers have given rise to
various new governance arrangements, such as the Farming for Nature arrangement
and the environmental cooperatives that I mentioned earlier.
Ideas that are too divergent easily lead to controversy and deadlock (Van Eeten, 1999;
Brugnach et al., 2011; Runhaar and Van Nieuwaal, 2010). I observe that people
involved in debates about nature in agricultural landscapes often have very different
ideas (cf. Hermans et al., 2010). And that does not always result in productive
dialogue. I have noticed that there are not only very different ideas about nature
conservation in agricultural landscapes, but also that often there is conflict and
distrust among people (see also De Snoo et al., 2016). The critical evaluations of
Dutch AES have annoyed many farmers, because they feel their efforts have not been
recognised; only the results seem to count in the evaluations. A lack of appreciation
– actual or perceived – however, easily reduces farmers’ motivation to participate in
AES or other governance arrangements for nature-inclusive agriculture.
During my interviews and informal talks I heard people talk about agricultural
grassland as ‘green desert’. I wonder what the average citizen sees when in the
countryside; many Dutch citizens seem to associate cows and grass with nature
(Driessen, 2005b). But there are particularly large differences in opinion about what
ecosystems on agricultural landscapes we should aim for (cf. PBL, 2012). I do
understand why many ecologists and others are concerned about the decline in
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meadow bird populations in the Netherlands, particularly about the Black-tailed
Godwit – so am I and I think few people will be indifferent. Yet, the question is what
population size to aim for, where and at what price? And more generally – what
types of nature do we want in what agricultural landscapes? And who should decide
upon that? Farmers? The agri-food industry? Experts? The government? Citizens?
Or all of these actors in cooperation? I think the latter.
Nature-inclusive agriculture as a ‘boundary concept’ for negotiating shared meanings?
As I said in the beginning of my lecture, the concept of nature-inclusive agriculture is
still rudimentary and therefore there is potential for farmers, citizens, scientists,
policy-makers, agri-food companies and other stakeholders to jointly give it
meaning. Similar to ‘sustainable agriculture’, nature-inclusive agriculture is a concept
with which most people will associate ideas. I also expect most people will have a
positive attitude towards nature-inclusive agriculture. And the concept has not been
predefined in too much detail or hi-jacked by a particular actor (in contrast to, for
instance, AES that prescribe target species and measures). Nature-inclusive
agriculture can be a boundary concept around which farmers and other stakeholders
can be brought together to discuss the opportunities that farmers and others see for
this farming approach. However, such dialogues need to be carefully organised, in
order to guarantee participation, to contribute to the production of shared meanings
and to avoid certain fundamental discussions being ignored (Cuppen, 2012; Cuppen
et al., 2015). And again the question is how to ensure that farmers and stakeholders
are willing to engage in such dialogues, that there is a demand for them to do so and
that they are enabled and legitimised to do so (see Figure 2).18
What explains the plurality of ideas and frames?
I am interested in explanations for differences in interpretations of what natureinclusive agriculture is or should be. I can imagine this has to do with core beliefs
about what is most important (Weible et al. 2009; see also Van Herten and Runhaar,
2013), in terms of interests at stake and also people’s backgrounds and histories
(e.g. Buijs, 2009). These factors are undoubtedly related. I am particularly interested
in people’s frames of reference. I noticed on several occasions that people often have a
particular historical situation in mind, especially when talking about the decline in
species diversity and abundance, although these frames of reference are often kept

18 Dialogue about nature-inclusive farming is not only about what it should be, but also about what I
discussed earlier: which knowledge is required, what can we learn from farmers themselves, and what is
needed in order for farmers to be enabled, legitimised, and motivated to work towards nature-inclusive
farming. The latter is a matter of governance and relates to issues of governance arrangements as well as
to what conditions should be provided. But I discussed that at the start of my lecture.
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implicit19. Being aware of such frames of reference, and eliciting these, also has
instrumental value as it may help to identify ‘common ground’ and prevent the
emergence of ‘dialogues of the deaf’ (Van Eeten, 1999; Van Herten and Runhaar,
2013).

Organising knowledge production for nature-inclusive agriculture
Two distinct approaches…
Since the first AES contracts were concluded in the Netherlands in 1981, much
fundamental, ecological research has been conducted on effective nature
conservation measures to be taken in agricultural landscapes (De Snoo et al., 2016;
Schlaich et al., 2015). Elsewhere in Europe and beyond, scientists have also evaluated
AES and provided advice how AES can be improved (e.g. Batáry et al., 2015).
Experience in the Netherlands, however, suggests that the most effective measures
from an ecological perspective are also those that are the most difficult to incorporate
into agricultural production processes (Westerink et al., 2015).
Other studies have therefore taken a different approach: focusing not on which
measures are most effective from an ecological perspective, with predetermined
target species or habitats in mind, but exploring which measures can be integrated
into agricultural processes and what is required to enable farmers to implement
them. These studies qualify as applied, participatory research. Earlier, I mentioned
Farming for Nature. In this arrangement, farmers and researchers together examine
how more sustainable agriculture could be promoted, with nature conservation as an
objective that had not been defined beforehand (e.g. Buizer et al., 2015). A similar
approach is taken by for instance “Stichting Veldleeuwerik”, a self-governance
arrangement initiated by agri-food processors and supported by researchers, among
others. These arrangements do not focus specifically on nature-inclusive farming but
offer inspiration.
… with one objective: producing ‘useful’ knowledge
Although the two knowledge production approaches start from opposite
standpoints, they have the same aim: to generate ‘useful’ knowledge20. I have heard

19 An example: in April, I talked to a man about the island of Schiermonnikoog. We all know this island as
being rich in terms of species diversity and abundance. Agriculture on Schiermonnikoog already seems to be
rather nature-inclusive. We talked about a particular farmed area I had visited that winter and where
I enjoyed observing many different species of goose and other birds. But in the past, the man explained, in
spring there used to be so many Ruffs, but these have now completely disappeared. See also De Snoo (2016).
20 I realise the distinction between the two approaches is debatable. There are approaches in-between such as
‘Beheer op Maat’, an online knowledge system developed by Wageningen University and Research Centre
(see www.wageningenur.nl/nl/project/Kennissysteem-weidevogels.htm).
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various ecologists complain about their knowledge not being used sufficiently by
policy-makers and politicians. I also know of complaints about the (unsurprisingly)
abstract character of results from ecological research (although there are probably
other reasons why policy-makers and politicians have not adopted all the
recommendations from AES evaluations). A key problem in my view is that
ecological research insufficiently takes into account the problems farmers face when
implementing effective nature conservation measures (which I consider as a form of
nature-inclusive farming). More knowledge is therefore needed about measures that
work well from an ecological perspective and from the farmer’s perspective
(De Snoo et al., 2012). The balance, or in other words, levels of ecological ambition,
will probably differ from region to region. How can the production of ‘useful’
knowledge be organised in specific situations?
Useful knowledge for nature-inclusive agriculture: work in progress
At Utrecht University, I have been analysing problems related to knowledge
production and use in the Dutch Wadden Sea (e.g. Runhaar and Van Nieuwaal, 2010;
Van Enst et al., 2016), where at issue is not nature-inclusive agriculture, of course, but
‘nature-inclusive’ fisheries, gas mining and other human activities. With a team of
researchers from other universities, we analysed a range of different ‘knowledge
production arrangements’ in the Wadden Sea, which differ in how researchers,
policy-makers and stakeholders interact, their objectives and ultimately in the use of
knowledge outputs (Runhaar et al., 2016b). The starting point is that useful knowledge
should be ‘scientifically and societally robust – i.e. credible, salient, and legitimate’
(Van Tatenhove et al., 2016, based on Cash et al., 2003). Credibility is defined as
the scientific adequacy of information, salience as the relevance to the policy debate and
legitimacy as the perceived degree to which the production of knowledge has respected
the values and interests at stake (Cash et al., 2003). Inspired by this work and together
with Dick Melman and Douwe Hoogland, I helped set up an MSc thesis project that
compares and evaluates distinct knowledge production arrangements for natureinclusive agriculture. Marten de Groot is working on this project enthusiastically.
But more work needs to be done. At the start of my lecture I stated that the concept of
nature-inclusive agriculture is appealing because it can serve as a boundary object that
can make it easier for farmers, researchers and other stakeholders such as nature
reserve area managers (‘TBOs’) to co-produce useful knowledge about what natureinclusive agriculture is. I hope to acquire funding for organising a few studies, both
with farmers who are frontrunners in terms of participation in nature conservation
arrangements and those who are not, in order to co-produce knowledge about
nature-inclusive farming: what forms of nature-inclusive agriculture are already being
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practised? what are the opportunities for other forms of nature-inclusive agriculture?
which questions need to be answered to become more nature-inclusive?21.
Concluding: relevant research for useful knowledge for nature-inclusive agriculture
It is my impression that the literature offers a growing knowledge basis about how
to organise processes of knowledge co-production and learning, as a starting point
for creating knowledge for nature-inclusive agriculture (see e.g. Van Tatenhove et al.,
2016). Our understanding about what is needed to make these processes successful is
less advanced (cf. Hegger et al., 2012; 2014). Why and under what conditions people
participate in learning processes or in knowledge co-production arrangements?
This is not self-evident (Van Buuren and Edelenbos, 2004). I would like to apply the
framework depicted by Figure 2 in order to learn more about the preconditions for
the production and use of useful knowledge and for learning (building e.g. on Young
et al., 2014, who provide suggestions for incentives). I suspect that learning for more
effective nature conservation requires motivation in particular, but should also
be required; it should not be voluntary.22

The future of nature-inclusive agriculture
Policy concepts come and policy concepts go (e.g. Boezeman et al., 2010). Political
interest in nature conservation also fluctuates (Buijs et al., 2014). Nature-inclusive
agriculture is not the first concept to be advocated in the quest to integrate nature
conservation into agriculture. Various other concepts have been popular such
as ‘ecosystem services’, ‘functional agrobiodiversity’ and, more recently,
‘Natural Capital’; concepts that emphasise the value of particular species and
natural processes23.

21 Knowledge co-production in the ‘new style’ AES is worthwhile analysing and contributing to too. In the
new system, much is expected from learning, i.e. the monitoring and evaluation of conservation measures
and making any necessary adjustments, or in the case of undesirable trends, such as excessive predation,
implementing additional measures (‘lerend beheren’). But learning is also needed about new roles and
interactions between farmers, farmer collectives, provinces, the Ministry of Economic Affairs and
stakeholders, with farmer collectives as an important ‘boundary organisation’ (cf. Franks, 2010; Prager,
2015b). Learning is one of the aspects of professionalisation of farmer collectives that Lyda Dik will analyse
in her PhD project.
22 But a critical analysis of knowledge co-production processes is also required. Inspired by the inaugural
lecture of my colleague Esther Turnhout on June 2nd this year about the politics of environmental
knowledge, I want to analyse who is included and who is excluded from knowledge co-production and
what that means for the representation of the variety of values involved in the agricultural landscape
(i.e. the legitimacy of the knowledge that is produced).
23 An important underlying idea is that eliciting and quantifying the value of particular forms of nature may
motivate farmers to protect these forms of nature.
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Nature-inclusive agriculture as currently being developed at the Ministry of
Economic Affairs may or may not be around in 10 years’ time. But I am optimistic
about the survival of the underlying idea, namely that agriculture cannot continue
working against nature and at the expense of an attractive landscape. I have no hard
evidence, but it is my impression that this idea is gaining ground among farmers,
industry and politicians. And as I showed at the start of my lecture, agriculture in its
current form does not seem to be financially sustainable for many farmers, either.
The ‘greening’ of the income support for farmers in the CAP will not disappear,
although many would like to see more ambitious objectives. The growing attention
being paid within agri-food chains to nature-inclusive farming will not vanish either,
I am sure. It is naïve to think that our agricultural sector will return to how it was
until 40-50 years ago, with a relatively low ecological impact and characterised by
mosaics of small-scale landscapes. I am also confident that it is naïve to think the
Black-tailed Godwit will go extinct. History has taught us that often, problems have
to become grave before they are put on the agenda. Species such as the Badger and
the Stork have been successfully protected; in the case of other species (Otter, for
example), ongoing efforts are promising but need to be reinforced24. I cannot imagine
that our politicians and captains of agri-food industry will want to be held
accountable for the extinction of species that are so typical of, and at the same time
dependent on, the Dutch agricultural landscape.
As I said at the beginning of this lecture, the adoption of nature-inclusive agriculture
will not happen by itself. It will require more effective governance arrangements for
nature-inclusive agriculture, as well as the mainstreaming of ‘nature-inclusiveness’ in
agricultural policy and in agri-food chains. This in turn requires political will,
leadership from industry and support from citizens in their roles of consumers,
voters and recreationists. Governance arrangements for nature-inclusive agriculture
should be less voluntary than they are now. At the same time they should enable
farmers, citizens, agri-food companies, policymakers, scientists, and stakeholders to
negotiate and co-produce shared meanings about nature-inclusive farming. In some
agricultural landscapes the emphasis may then be on the Black-tailed Godwit but in
others on other species, natural processes, or other aspects of what we call ‘nature’.
But first and foremost farmers should receive generous rewards, and not
compensation, for nature-inclusive farming. In the next four years I will co-produce
and share knowledge about how farmers and other stakeholders can be stimulated
to contribute to the transformation towards nature-inclusive agriculture.

24 Of course this success story does not apply to all species that are of were endangered (e.g. Black Grouse).
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Thanks
I will express my final words of thanks in Dutch. Toen ik vorig jaar vertelde dat ik
buitengewoon hoogleraar op het gebied van beheer van biodiversiteit en agrarisch
landschap was geworden, kwam dat voor veel mensen als een verrassing. Het onderwerp was immers vrij nieuw voor me, hoewel mijn liefde voor de natuur natuurlijk
wel bekend was. Graag dank ik Arthur Mol en de overige leden van de benoemingsadviescommissie voor het in mij gestelde vertrouwen. Ik wil Martin Wassen danken
voor het zetje dat hij mij heeft gegeven. Ik dank Wim Dijkman voor zijn uitgebreide
kennismaking met het veld en voor al zijn adviezen. Dick Melman, hartelijk dank
voor alle informatie en feedback waarvoor ik je te pas en te onpas heb gevraagd.
In het afgelopen jaar heb ik met ruim 80 mensen gesproken; boeren, vertegenwoordigers van collectieven, agrarische natuurverenigingen, koepelorganisaties, overheidsinstanties, terreinbeheerders en van natuurbeschermingsorganisaties, met onder
zoekers, wetenschappers, mensen uit de voedselketens etc. Ik kan hen niet bij naam
en toenaam noemen, maar dank hen allen voor de tijd die zij hebben vrijgemaakt en
voor alle informatie, ideeën en inspiratie.
Cees Veerman, Jos Roemaat, Frank van Ooijen, Hennie Roorda, Hank Bartelink en de
leden van het vorige bestuur van de stichting die mijn leerstoel beheert: ik ben blij
met jullie vertrouwen in mij en dank jullie voor de adviezen en andere vormen van
steun. Ik bouw dankbaar voort op het werk van mijn voorganger Geert de Snoo.
Ik dank de staatssecretaris van het ministerie van EZ voor de financiering van mijn
leerstoel en Bas Volkers, Tim Jongbloed en Aard Mulders voor hun informatie en
ideeën. Ik hoop dat ik op mijn beurt inspiratie kan bieden voor de verdere invulling
van het concept van natuurinclusieve landbouw en natuurlijk voor het agrarisch
natuurbeheer.
Dank collega’s van de FNP groep voor het warme welkom! Bas, volgens mij hebben
we een klik! Onze samenwerking dusver is erg inspirerend voor mij. Arjen, Audrey,
Birgit, Esther, Jelle, Jim, Marjanke, Verina en alle andere FNP collega’s: ik zie uit naar
minimaal nog vier jaar samenwerking met jullie op gebied van onderzoek en
onderwijs. En uiteraard met Cora, Lyda en andere promovendi en studenten.
Ik heb met veel plezier nieuwe collega’s leren kennen en met hen samengewerkt.
Ik noem in het bijzonder Dick Melman, Katrien Termeer, Geert de Snoo, David Kleijn,
Judith Westerink, Jan-Willem Erisman, Nico Polman, Marian Stuiver, Paul Hinssen
en de andere collega’s van WOT: ik hoop de komende jaren interessante projecten
met jullie op te pakken.
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Peter, jij bent de afgelopen 13 jaar in Utrecht een belangrijke leermeester voor me
geweest. Dank voor de ruimte die je me hebt geboden toen ik in Wageningen begon.
Ik hoop nog lang met je samen te werken! En dat geldt natuurlijk voor de beide
Franken, Walter, Carel, Dries, Rak, Bettina, Didi, Wanda, Caroline, Heleen, Judith,
Arjan, Joost, Tejo, Arielle, Agni, Rob en alle andere Utrechtse collega’s binnen en
buiten de Environmental Governance groep.
Dank Geert, Tejo, Peter, Bas, Wim en Dick voor jullie feedback op mijn conceptoratie.
Pa en ma, dank voor jullie vertrouwen in mij en voor alles wat jullie me hebben
bijgebracht. Lieve Pieter en Kristel, ik ben blij met jullie en jullie afleiding thuis, bij
het voetbal en tijdens onze vakanties. Lieve Marieke, dank je voor je onvoorwaardelijke steun, ik hoop dat je nog lang mijn geliefde en sparring partner zal zijn!
Ik heb gezegd.
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'It is becoming increasingly difficult to combine nature
conservation by farmers with intensive and large-scale farming.
A transformation towards ‘nature-inclusive’ farming faces three
governance challenges. First, agri-environment schemes and
other conservation arrangements need to become more effective.
At the same time, nature conservation should be mainstreamed
in agricultural policies and in agri-food chains. Second, we need
shared meanings about nature-inclusive farming. Third, other
forms of knowledge production for nature-inclusive farming are
required that focus more on farmers’ knowledge needs.'
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